
NOT THE CAT LANE CANTER GRAND PRIX 
RACE 6 –GLEADLESS VALLEY GALLOP 

 



With a nod to the Cat Lane Canter and the 
Rollestone Roller, the Gleadless Valley Gallop 
takes you on a full foray through the woods of 
S14, be prepared for some challenging sections 
and elevations 

Just short of 9K the route is a full circuit with 
no doubling back, the official start (CP1) is the 
Northcote road entrance to Cat Lane, but feel 
free to start/finish the circuit at the nearest 
point to you.  

It takes in several different areas of local 
woodland, and open community spaces, as well as 
1.6K of road/ urban which will help to mix it up 
somewhat. I’ve attached some info about the 
various architectural styles and planning of 
Gleadless Valley should any of you be interested; 
the observant of you may note that yours truly is 
mentioned in the bibliography ☺  

Hopefully the route is easy to work out– from my 
own experience urban landmarks are sometimes more 
obvious to navigate.  

For all you strava junkies I’ve made the full 
circuit into a segment as well as several sub 
section. I am reliably informed that you can 
export the segment to a GPX file  

Throughout the Grand Prix, We’ve had 5 Km races 
completed in 20 mins. 9.5K completed in 36 
minutes -what are your predications for the 
fastest time on this beast? My bets are at 32 
Minutes 

Anyhow enough from me, here’s the route.  

Thanks to Laurence for helpfully indicating 
directions. 

https://municipaldreams.wordpress.com/category/sheffield/
https://municipaldreams.wordpress.com/category/sheffield/
https://municipaldreams.wordpress.com/category/sheffield/
https://strava.app.link/sWOtJrhhA7
https://strava.app.link/sWOtJrhhA7


CP1-Northcote Road/Cat Lane 
1-Facing the gate into woods take the 
well defined trail diagonally left, 
This brings you out on Abney Drive /
Road, head in the direction of the 
tower blocks 
2-Directly opposite the bus stop are 
some steep steps on your left Climb 
the steps all the way through the 
terraces of Grindlow close / Grindlow 
Drive.  
3-Follow path all the way up to 
Gleadless road 
4-Cross the road towards the salt bin 
Turn left at the traffic lights 
5-Head up Daresbury road and take 
second right onto Daresbury drive, 
6-Keep on the right hand path up to 
the Buckwood sign at the end of 
Daresbury place 
7-Ignore the first track off to your 
right.  
Enter Buckwood opposite the end of 
Daresbury Place 
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CP2-Buck Wood 
1-Stick to the main path through 
the top of the woods, after you go 
over a small bridge and up some 
steps head straight across -not up 
the hill 
2-The path then winds around and 
off the right towards a pair of 
metal stiles at Hurlfield road 
3-Go through the second stile and 
follow the path along the top of 
Hurlfield quarry - admire the 
viewpoint The footpath exits down 
a flight of steps onto Gleadless 
road Turn left and head up 
Gleadless road 
4-Head to the bus stop at Ashfield  
close Take the steps down in to 
the estate and follow the road to 
the left -Spring close view Turn 
right onto Spring close mount head 
5-down road  cutting a left at the 
substation 
6-Turn left at Spring Close mount 
sign 
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CP3- Netherspring Open space/ Herdings 
Wood  
1-At the far bottom right of Spring 
Close mount there is a gateway to 
Nether Spring open space take main 
path to the left 
2-After approx 400m take the right 
fork go over the bridge and turn right 
into Herdings wood at the sign Very 
shortly the path comes out to a grassy 
area behind houses then re enters the 
woods  
3-Stick to the main path and 
eventually it will go down a slope to 
a footbridge  
4-After the bridge you will see steps 
to your right -head left across a 
grassy area 
5-Head to the top right hand corner of 
grassy area 
6-Then head left down slope 
7-Take path on the left 
8-Brings you to the shop/former pub 
-Cross the road and run towards the 
play area 
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CP4-Rollestone woods 
1-Shortly after play area take a left 
through an A-frame gate into 
Rollestone wood. Following the main 
path it will leave the wood after a 
while and skirt along the edge 
If you look up to your right you will 
see Holy Cross church which was used 
for a wedding scene in “This is 
England” by Warp films 
2-The path re-enters Rollestone -turn 
left after the bridge 
3-After the steps turn left onto the 
main track into the woods 
4-At a large clearing take the track 
heading off towards the right 
5-Take a left at the bench 
6-Go up the steps 
7-Head diagonally across the grassy 
area to the top right hand corner 
8-Head down into the Lumb 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Cross_Church,_Gleadless_Valley
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CP5 –Return to Rollestone 

1-Go down into the Lumb Take a right 
as you come out the other side next to 
the housing 
2-Keep to the right hand path 
3-Re- enter Rollestone woods at the A 
frame gate 
4-At the four large stones go straight 
up the slope 
5-Head past substation 
6-Head towards the tree (it’s the only 
one!)Climb up to the main road 
7-At the main road take the steps 
directly opposite onto Gaunt Road 
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CP6 – Lees hall woods 
1-At the end of Gaunt road turn right 
and then sharp left at the salt bin  

2-Enter Lees hall woods through an A-
frame gate Take left as you hit the 
woods (reverse Cat lane Canter) 

3-After the steps up to the Golf 
course stick to the meandering path 
right next to the fence – be careful 
there are a lot of exposed tree roots 
on the this part 

4-Closely following the fence until it 
reaches a bench, turn right down 
towards the pond 

5-After the pond at Round Sheffield 
walk sign take a left to go down the 
hill to Rose cottage 
After Rose cottage follow Cat lane 
back to start point 
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